
 
 

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS – BLAZE E-SPORTS TOURNAMENT 

 
 What is the BLAZE E-Sports Tournament?  
The BLAZE E-Sports Tournament is a new addition to the empowerment and 
mentorship program for casual and hardcore lovers of video games. It seeks to 
motivate and inspire BLAZErs who would like to take up video gaming as a career.  
 

 

What type of video games will be played? 
The tournament games will be FIFA 19 and Tekken 7 running on Play Station 4. 

 

How can I participate in the BLAZE E-Sports Tournament? 
The tournament is open to youth aged 18-26, proof of identification will be required. 
Registration and participation will be free. 
Look out for press and posters for more details or visit www.blaze.co.ke to see 
when we will be at a gaming den or campus near you! You will also be able to sign 
up during our BLAZE BYOB Activations in your town. 

 

What format will the BLAZE E-Sports Tournament take? 

The FIFA 19 and Tekken 7 Tournament will be broken down into 18 regional 
preliminaries and 6 independent Regional finals. 
At least 64 players will enter at each knockout round. 
              Stages 

1. Knockouts – will happen the week of every summit.  
2. Regional finals – will happen at the regional creation camps where 

champions from the knockouts will battle it out for the regional title and prize 
money 

 
 

What prizes are on offer? 
 

http://www.blaze.co.ke/


 
 

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS – BLAZE E-SPORTS TOURNAMENT 

REGIONAL GRASSROOTS 

 RANKING CASH PRIZE 

1st Place 10,000 

2nd Place 5,000 

3rd Place 3,000 

GRASSROOT WINNINGS 18,000 

TOTAL (x4 tournaments) 72,000 

    

REGIONAL FINALS 

  FIFA 19 

1st Place 50,000 

2nd Place 30,000 

3rd Place 20,000 

TOTAL 100,000 
 

 

Do I need to be a qualified video gamer for me to participate in the 
tournament? 
 
No. The tournament will involve both casual and hardcore lovers of video games. It 
seeks to motivate and inspire BLAZErs who would like to take up video gaming as 
a career. 
Aside from the tournament, we shall have E-Sports mentors who will speak on their 
journeys as professional gamers, and share knowledge and opportunities in the 
gaming world. 
They will also advice aspiring professional gamers on what they need to do to be 
part of the E-sports movement. 
 
Join BLAZE by dialing *555# now to enjoy BLAZE Ballerz offer among other 
benefits.  

 

To view Terms & Conditions, visit www.blaze.co.ke 


